
Trade Secrets Protection 
in 2022
HOW TO MANAGE YOUR COMPANY’S TRADE SECRETS AND ADDRESS 
POTENTIAL MISAPPROPRIATION



What are trade secrets and why are they 
important?
➢ A trade secret is generally any commercially valuable information that is not publicly known 

where reasonable effort is taken to preserve its confidentiality.  (DTSA definition) 

➢ Recent studies show that over 80 percent of senior executives recognize that trade secrets 
are critical and essential to their businesses. (Reuters, July 6, 2021)

➢ Fifty percent of these senior executives say that trade secrets were more important than 
their patents and trademarks. Id.

➢ Even more (69%) say they foresee trade secret protection becoming more critical than 
safeguarding other types of intellectual property because of the rapid and furious pace of 
innovation and the narrowing of patentable subject matter. Id.

➢ Correspondingly, trade secret litigation has increased in recent years with greater employee 
mobility between companies, the alarming frequency of targeted data thefts, the use of 
mobile devices as a primary tool for conducting business, and the explosion of social media 
and cloud computing.



Factors Potentially Contributing to Trade Secret 
Misappropriation and Increase Claims
➢ Employee mobility – The Great Resignation – 2022 Korn Ferry paper cites 11MM unfulfilled 

jobs in the US – 74% of professionals believe employee turnover will increase in 2022

➢ Leads to greater work flexibility – meaning that more employees are working from home or 
away from traditional offices.  

➢ Ease of information flow – information can be easily obtained and copied – everyone has a 
camera in their hands.

➢ Passage of DTSA in 2016 – stronger, more consistent rules across federal court system, larger 
federal cases and some 9 figure damage awards.

➢ Narrowing of patentable subject matter – companies may decide against patenting and opt 
for trade secret protection with the developing federal DTSA law.



Trade Secrets Audits – Why?
➢ Trade secrets may be only line of defense to protect critical corporate assets 

and IP.   

➢ Companies need to be proactive or risk losing protection when litigation 
arises.

➢ Defenses in trade secret litigation usually arise when information sought to be 
protected is
▪ Not deemed to be a trade secret, and/or 

▪ Reasonable efforts were not made to keep the trade secret confidential 

➢ A trade secret audit can help immunize against these types of defenses.



Trade Secret Audits – Broad Strokes
➢ Identify trade secrets – key question is what gives the company a 

competitive advantage?

➢ Review policies, agreements, security – make sure access is limited 
only to those with a legitimate business reason to have access.

➢ Work with stakeholders to fill gaps in policies

➢ Implement the trade secret plan



Incoming Employees
➢ Background checks and reference checks

➢ Ensure onboarding team understands policies that must be provided to 
new employees

➢ NDAs and protection of trade secret obligations – signed

➢ Reminder in writing not to bring any confidential information or trade 
secrets from prior employer



Current Employees
➢ Periodic training regarding protection of confidential information and trade secrets

➢ Should include policy acknowledgements

➢ Keep updated on changes in the law for all relevant jurisdictions

➢ Social media policies should prohibit the disclosure of company trade secrets or confidential 
information.

➢ However, be careful with drafting a social media policy with broad limitations. It could 
subject company to liability under various state and federal laws.

➢ Monitoring of the company’s social media accounts should be a part of any trade secret 
protection plan.

➢ Consider hiring a social media spokesperson or spokespeople to help with managing social 
media and protecting trade secrets.



Exiting Employees
➢ Remind employees of contractual obligations post-termination.  If 

possible, have them sign an acknowledgement of these obligations.

➢ Shut down access to company computer system and any trade secret or 
confidential information immediately at termination and potential 
remote wipe of devices.

➢ Collecting company devices.

➢ Potential holds or preservation of emails for employees with access to 
trade secrets



Cease & Desist Letter - Sending
➢ Remind former employee of confidentiality and non-disclosure obligations – citing applicable 

agreements or policies.

➢ Put former employee on notice of misconduct, “you downloaded a customer list” or “you 
emailed confidential files to your personal email address”, etc.

➢ State your demands.  For example, return all company materials in their possession, turn 
over personal devices for forensic review, identify anyone you have discussed these matters 
with at new company.

➢ Serve a preservation notice of relevant information and documents.

➢ Cite to applicable local, state or federal laws that may have been violated.

➢ What about a letter to new employer?  Likely appropriate if former employee using trade 
secrets at new job.  A preservation letter may be helpful as well to the new company.



Cease and Desist Letter - Responding
➢ Use Appropriate Tone – reassure, be sympathetic – avoid being adversarial even if allegations 

are unfounded.

➢ Provide assurances – new employer has no interest old employer’s information, does not 
possess it and will return or destroy it if located.

➢ Open to further discussion – there is no reason to close the door to further discussion if 
additional concerns arise of if the response does not adequately address existing concerns.

➢ Remember that this letter may be viewed by a judge.

➢ Consider early resolution.
▪ return or destruction of documents or information

▪ reps and warranties re: lack of knowledge, 

▪ pledge to return documents inappropriately taken if later discovered

▪ no solicitation agreement



Investigation after notice of potential 
misappropriation
➢ Company should conduct reasonable investigation of allegations to 

protect against potential liability

➢ Caselaw in some jurisdictions (California as an example) suggests that 
investigation should be independent and conducted by experts.  PMC, 
Inc. v. Kadisha (2000) 78 Cal.App.4th 1372

➢ PMC also suggests that there may be individual liability for officers of 
company when those offices engaged in “meaningful participation” or 
“approved” of the misappropriation.  



What may happen next ….
➢ Preliminary Injunction or TRO proceedings

➢ Court or arbitration?

➢ Complaint – must sufficiently ID trade secrets without publicly disclosing 
them

➢ Protective Orders

➢ Early depositions & discovery

➢ Mediation/Settlement discussions


